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01 May 2009, this paper will elaborate the content of the regulation on how Short Selling, which was issued on 30 January 2009 and became effective on
Requirements and Trade Securities in Margin Transactions and Transactions
Indonesia, Number KeP-60/2009, Subject: Rule Number II-H about Exchange was promulgated. It is Decision of PT Bursa Efek
Bapapam-LK and Regulation of Bapapam-LK (a Decree for Indonesia) Stock
attachment, for the implementation of the Decree (Decree of Chairman of
Customer and Transaction Short Selling of Securities Companies as an
V.D.6 concerning Financing Transactions Securities by the Company for the
Institution Number KeP-258/BL 2008 concerning Regulation of Bapapam-LK Number
transactions by securities firm to customers and Short Selling Transactions
institutions Number KeP-60/2009, concerning Regulation of Bapapam-LK,
Chairman of the Capital Market Supervisory Agency and Financial
interests of the public investment, Bapapam-LK has issued Decree of the
Stock Exchange and to borne market capitalization while still providing the
activities. However to increase volume and value of transaction in Indonesia
people should not seek for loan in order to finance its securities trading.
Trading in securities exchange needs a lot of money. It is a wise advice that
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